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RESCUE FROM THE UNDERWORLD

1.

It was a wild, dark, stormy night and a baby called Lily was born. She was 
a little girl full of love.  She had something no one had, something special! 
But as she grew up she thought she didn’t fit in.  The reason for this was 
that her magic powers had been stolen. 

One day Lily asked her Mum and Dad why she didn’t have powers like 
every one else. Her Mum and Dad couldn’t tell her because they didn’t 
know. 

The true reason was that a king called Jack had taken her powers 
when she was small but then he had died and the powers were left in 
the underground water palace. The under ground water palace looked 
beautiful on the inside but it was full with hatred and horror on the inside. 
There are so many stories about the water palace, but no one ever goes 
in there because King Jack filled it with blood and fighting.  Most people 
get the shivers when they go in there. 

As Lily was walking along one day, she saw a girl exactly her age, so she 
went up to her and asked her what her name was.  The girl replied sadly, 
“My name is Rachel and I don’t have a family.” 

Lily looked at Rachel for a moment and said, “It’s okay, you can live with 
me.”

Chapter 1
by Sajida Chowdhury
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A few weeks later and a special day arrived, a day that Lily been so excited 
about: It was the day of the musical festival and it was the best day of the 
year!  There would be food, music would fill the air and everyone was 
invited! 

In the build up, Lily had excitedly explained to Rachel why it was so 
amazing; Rachel had never been to the festival before.  But shortly 
afterwards, Lily caught Rachel in her room singing hymns. This was very 
weird because she hadn’t ever done this before.  Lily was very suspicious.

A few nights later Lily was fast asleep and she had a dream that Rachel 
was turning into a horrible person and was killing everyone! When Lily 
woke up, she believed that it was true and that Rachel would soon start 
doing terrible things.

As the days went by Lily couldn’t stop thinking about her horrible dream. 
Lily often looked carefully at Rachel to see if anything was really wrong, 
but Rachel looked completely normal. 

On the morning of Lily’s birthday, a few days before the music festival, Lily 
was full of bliss! She was having a grand party and she wanted Rachel to 
stay near her till the end of the day. During the party, Rachel didn’t look 
at all happy. When Lily was about to cut her birthday cake she told Rachel 
that she could she cut it with her, but then Rachel said mysteriously, “No 
its okay, you go ahead. I need to go to your room”. 

Lily felt heartbroken and even more suspicious of her new friend’s 
behaviour and she resolved to find out the truth about Rachel...
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After the party, it occurred to Lily that there was something else that was 
suspicious about Rachel: In the short-time that she had known her, she 
couldn’t ever remember her blinking. 

And there was something else.  Lily’s Mum thought that Rachel really 
looked like the Wicked Queen who had been banished and killed when 
Lily was a baby.  The Queen used to chase all of the little children and 
when she caught them she used to hang them from a wall and they’d 
die. Parents used to be too terrified to say anything, as the Queen used to 
burn them alive if they complained.

The day after the birthday party, Lily saw Rachel washing her face in the 
bathroom and she noticed her eyes glowing red! It really seemed to Lily 
that she was friends with a monster...

Chapter 2
Muzamil Ali
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Rachel walked out of the toilet and she saw that Lily was acting nervously. 
Did Lily know her secret, she wondered?  In fear, Rachel ran outside 
and Lily began chasing her.  Rachel was fast and when Lily reached the 
courtyard outside, Rachel was nowhere to be seen.  But there was an 
enormous red dragon.

Lily just knew that the dragon was there to take her somewhere, so she 
fearlessly jumped upon the creature’s back.  With an enormous flap of 
wings and gust of wind, they whooshed into the air and were gone!
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The dragon carried Lily to the underworld.  After Lily dismounted, the 
dragon turned into... Rachel!

“So glad that you could come along,” cackled Rachel. 

“What do you want?” Lily demanded to know.

 “I want my powers back,” said Rachel, “the powers that were wrongfully 
taken away from me.”

Lily was confused, but before she could reply, everything went black.  For 
a brief moment she seemed to be in the underground water palace with 
Rachel.  But then Lily felt differently somehow.  Strangely more powerful.  
Then everything went black again.

After a while Lilly woke up and there before her was Rachel... but she was 
changing before her eyes into the evil Queen!

“I will pay back your parents for what they did to me!” Shrieked Rachel. 
“You will never leave the Underworld, you will never see your parents 
again!

Chapter 3 
(version 1)

by Sajida Chowdhury
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Lily knew this wasn’t true.  She didn’t know how, but she knew she had 
the magic power back that she had lost at birth.  All the air around Lily 
became cold and frosty.

“Behold the Minotaur!” yelled Rachel as a trapdoor burst open and Lily 
fell into a maze.

The Minotaur gazed directly at Lily, but she fired a sharp bolt of ice at 
the beast, hitting it between the eyes and killing it instantly.  Lily knew 
she shouldn’t know her way around the maze, but somehow she just did 
and it wasn’t long before she had escaped.  On the way, she freed lots of 
children who were hiding in the maze.

As Lily was leaving the underworld with rescued children, Rachel appeared 
from nowhere to block their path.  Without thinking, Lily created a thick 
ice-wall to trap Rachel and was able to escape!

When the parents saw their rescued children, they could not believe it 
and were so happy! Lily became known as the Queen of Love. 

It was a long time before anyone saw Rachel again and Lily lived very 
happily... for a short while at least until her next adventure!

The End.
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Alternatively...

It was so scary riding a fearsome dragon and was hurtful because of it’s scaly  

back. The dragon could breath fire any time, even it is so speedy that Lily nearly 
fell. “Where did you get this dragon from Rachel?” shouted Lily. “Why do you need 
to know EVERYTHING “ Rachel yelled with frustration. The dragon flew as fast as 
a cheetah with all its might into a cave. Rachel controlled the huge dragon and 
steered it into the misty cave. 

Rachel and Lily saw a mysterious globe that is a time portal to the future. They both 
rushed and stopped beside it. “ Don’t touch the globe it’s mine” said Rachel, while 
touching both the globe and Lily. In a second it opened a portal which it led to the 
future. Lily looked around. This was strange she thought because it wasn’t where 
they belonged. “Where are we?” asked Lily.

“We are in the future duh” told Rachel in a bored voice. Lily glanced and saw an old 
woman needing help. She went and said “Are you ok?!”. The woman said ‘No’ but 
asked if she could get a special flower that has five petals to cure her. She gave her a 
map that led her but there was great danger and there were two tasks. Rachel came 
with her but she is still the wicked queen. Inside the map was a an amazing gift that 
will help her on the mission. It was a FreezerFun that freezes anything on the way. 
First they had to find a statue that looked like the Freezer Fun. Lily saw it and they 
both ran to it and stopped. 

Chapter 3
(version 2)

by Sumaiya Begum
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Now Rachel and Lily had their first mission. “We have our first mission now!” shouted 
Lily bravely. This first task was hard, because you have to leap over arches  that 
disappear any time so Lily and her friend had to jump fast. Lily hopped quickly but 
she fell. She saw a pattern, the were in a zigzag way. So she tried again and Rachel 
came with her but this time Lily didn’t jump. She moved in a zig zag way carefully, 
not to hit the arches. Rachel copied her. “Are we finished yet?” Rachel said. “No we 
have two more.” 

They were now to the final task. They had to dodge over rocks. That was easy for Lily 
because she played it with her friends with a soft sponge ball and in this game you 
have to do the same as well. She started the task and dodged and dodged. Rachel 
can do this as well so she joined in. This was completed. 

Now they found the precious flowers and there was 2 of them. Lily had an idea, if 
she could persuade Rachel to eat 1 of the flower it could make the queen nice. Lily 
persuaded her and she ate it. First she acted strange when she had eaten it. Next 
Rachel winked 3 times and started kicking her legs. Then she was doing karate 
chops with her hands. Rachel then became nice and they were wondering how 
they could get back to the woman. “I know I can use my scaly dragon to go to the 
woman!” exclaimed Rachel. 

Rachel and Lily hopped on to the dragon. As they were going the seaweed tickled 
them as if it was trying to talk to Lily and Rachel. They landed on the sand and ran 
to the poorly woman, Lily gave the flower and when the woman ate it suddenly her 
skin turned smooth like silk and her hair was flowing like a feathery clouds . After 
that Lily’s friend came and she came happily to the present night. 

“It’s a good thing that we’re here in night time .....so no one will know that we went 
to the future!” spoke Lily quietly.  

The End.
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Alternatively...

Lilly saw a dragon she jumped on because she thought it was Rachel. It was really 
windy, the dragon was landing next to a big black castle so she jumped off.

The castle door was locked Lilly saw Rachel going into the castle she had her keys 
with her. Lilly didn’t know how Rachel came, she thought  maybe she was the 
dragon and she turns into a dragon whenever she washes her face.

She was so angry with Rachel she tried to get in but Rachel took the keys with her. 
Lilly had an idea she could go through the castle window but only if she can get up. 
She found a rope and she threw it on a hook next to the window and she climbed 
up inside it was like where the queen would live. She walked around the room she 
said to he self ‘’ Maybe its Rachel’s mother and father’s room?’’. 

She went down the corridor and she ran to another room,it was so beautiful. She 
saw a fridge, she opened it and there were lots of ice cream. Lilly forgot that she 
was in the castle. She got a cup of ice cream and put it in her mouth and then she 
realized that she was still in the castle. She put the ice cream back and hid because 
she heard foot steps.. it was Rachel !!!  Lilly found out that this room was Rachel’s 
room . Lilly couldn’t wait to see what Rachel was going to do. She soon saw her full 
of laughter, Rachel said to herself ‘’Oh poor Lilly that curse will give you bad luck 
hahahahahaaa!’’ 

Lilly was surprised what she said Lilly didn’t know when Rachel had put the curse 
on her.

Chapter 3
(version 3)

by Mahima Jahan
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When Rachel left the room Lilly snuck out and explored the rooms 
around the dark black castle. Lilly saw something really scary, a hole on 
the ground, it looked like a underground tunnel. Before she went in, she 
ran to the window sill and hopped out, she was wondering how would 
she get back to her house. Lilly saw the dragon again she jumped on and 
off it went to the town but in a creepy voice Lilly said to her self’’Who’s 
house could this be?’’.

Lilly thought it was her friend’s house but then she heard Rachel say ‘’ 
Hello mother and father are we going to go home?’’ and she came outside 
and was waiting Lilly was hiding under a table. It was scary when Lilly saw 
Rachel’s red eyes. Lilly snuck into the old house, inside it was so small 
from the outside it looked like it was going to be big. 

When she went in she went upstairs,  it was really big it had 8 bedrooms!  
She was surprised, she went into a room, it was dusty with a broken bed. 
Soon Lilly ran  out of the house, when Lilly went back home Rachel was 
already home. Lilly backed away from her all of a sudden. Rachel said ‘’ 
Lilly let me tell you something I p-p-p-put a-a cur -c -curse on you but 
don’t worry in the morning the bad  curse will vanish away. I ‘m not a 
dragon I knew that you where following me so I’m still your best friend 
so what do you think should we get your birthday party started?’’ Lilly 
said ‘’But let’s invite some of our friends’’ So they had a great time and it 
became Lilly and Rachel’s new secret . At last Lilly new the truth about 
Rachel.

The End.
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Alternatively...

Furiously, the dragon flew fast and dug up the ground and popped 
in. The mysterious place was all slimy and scary but it had a gorgeous 
waterfall that was shimmering as if there were golden diamonds sliding 
deep down. Lilly gently slid down off the dragon and sneaked up to the 
waterfall and had a little touch. Then she felt red, slimy blood dripping 
down her hand then she fainted and her head banged loudly on the 
ground. Suddenly, the dragon saw her and it reversed back into Rachel. 
Slowly, she kneeled down next to Lilly and softly held her hand crying. 
One of Rachel’s tears, dropped into Lilly’s eye and she woke up looking 
shocked when she felt her hand on Rachel’s hand. Quickly, Rachel let 
go of Lilly’s hand and tried running but Lilly grabbed her hand fast as 
a flash and said, “Who are you and why are you doing this?” Looking 
extremely miserable, she came back to Rachel and emotionally said, 
“When you were 2 years old,  King Jack came and took your parents 
and your powers away and your mother ordered me to take good care 
of you and I promised her that I will get your powers back also I was 
her childhood imaginary dragon and I promise you that I will get your 
parents back right now and that’s why I’m here.”

“Do you know where my parents are?” asked Rachel, looking worried.

Chapter 3
(version 4)

by Nafisa Hussain
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“Yes but first of all, we have to pass the terrifying obstacle course.”  

All day and night, Rachel was walking exhaustedly to the terrifying 
obstacle course but Lilly was just chilling on her back but Rachel didn’t 
mind. In case they get lost, Lilly had a bunch of bananas and threw the 
peels on the ground. Finally, they were there!

There were 3 challenges to complete. On The first challenge they 
simply had to cross a huge sea of slime but that was easy peasy lemon 
squeezey. They just flew to the other side. “That was simple and 
probably the next challenge is a bit easy!” exclaimed Rachel, acting cool. 
“I don’t really agree because look!” exclaimed Lily. It was a slimy, sloppy 
lake and it looked like the first lake but it was grabbing things frantically 
and sucking things deep, deep down. Rachel didn’t see the slime being 
frantic. Lily yelled “STOP!!!” but immediately, the slime sucked Rachel 
right in but Lily didn’t know what to do.

Suddenly, a tall, thin women with a pointy crown appeared behind 
Lilly and she had something that looked like fog and it was pitch dark.  
She had sharp nails and long, black hair but the scariest thing of all 
was that her face looked as if a lion had ripped and destroyed it and it 
was smeared with red ,thick blood. She smelt like dog or probably cow 
dung, to be fair it was much worse. The second thing that was terrifying 
was that she had no legs, she was flying like a ghost in the freezing air, 
oh yeah it was freezing. The only and prettiest thing on her was her 
golden, shiny crown that says Queen Maleficent. Lily turned around and 
Maleficent pushed her. “aaaaaaahhhhhhh!” Lily, screamed.

Five weeks later, the slime was all gone and there was a shiny, glittery 
glow ball rolling between Rachel and Lilly and it shined brightly on their 
faces. Slowly, they woke up and Lilly got scared and Rachel was filled 
with joy. 
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“Rachel, why are you smiling and dancing and wha........,wha, what is this 
stupid ball that was shimmering on my face.”

Lilly, stammered.

“Lilly! this is your power and this is just a miracle.”

“OMG I........I.......I just cant believe it and we just need to find Mum and 
Dad!”

Suddenly, Maleficent appeared behind them but there was another 
person and she or he had short hair and had a crown that says King Jack.

The End.
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Alternatively...

As soon as Lily jumped onto the big dragon Lily saw that the dragon was 
holding something. Lily tried to look but the dragon kept on moving his 
small hands. The dragon zoomed high up into the sky until lily fell off! lily 
was screaming for help until she teleported near her palace but she saw a 
boy. “What’s your name.” Lily asked “I’m Silver Man.” Silver Man answered. 
“I have lots of powers and I can control it.” said Silver Man. “ We have to 
follow the dragon.” shouted lily. Silver man created an jet for lily and Lily 
blast off.

Silver Man Jumped really high and created an Silver ball fired at the 
dragon and the dragon felt a huge sting and fell onto the ground. Lily 
came down the found lots of her diamonds and gold! “Hey that is my 
diamond and golds.” shouted Lily. Silver Man teleported the diamonds 
and golds to the underground water palace. “Why would the dragon steal 
my diamonds and golds? The dragon dissolved and saw Rachel sprinting 
away. Silver Man teleported to Rachel so she wouldn’t escape. Rachel 
got her hood up. “Take your hood off NOW!!!” shouted Silver Man loudly. 
Rachel transformed into a bat and flew away with the diamond and gold 
but Silver Man couldn’t find Rachel because she flew away as fast as she 
could.

Chapter 3
(version 5)

by Habib Ahmed
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“Now what are we going to now she took the diamond took the gold my 
Mum and Dad are going to be furious!” exclaimed Lily. Silver Man got his 
hand on his head and tried to find Rachel with the golds and diamonds.”I 
found Rachel she’s in a cave with a man called King Jack!” asked Silver 
Man. “King Jack but he’s already dead how come he’s alive? asked Lily. 
Silver Man zoomed out of the Underground water palace. As time went 
Rachel gave the bag of diamonds and gold to King Jack until Silver Man 
punched him right through the face and he fell right to the ground! 

“Why don’t you give up your just a big liar pretending that your even 
though you are NOT!” shouted Silver Man loudly. Rachel quickly ran out 
of the cave while Silver man and King Jack fighting. As soon as Rachel ran 
out of the door suddenly Lily stopped her path. Silver man got pushed 
to the ground but King Jack opened a magnificent portal King Jack ran 
out of the cave to push Lily inside but Silver Man Grabbed his legs and 
swung him round and round let go and he flew right in the sky! The portal 
was still opened Lily Pushed Rachel on the portal and fell but the portal 
needed one more person to fill up the hole. Silver man zoomed right up 
in space to find King Jack until he saw King Jack’s dead body and threw 
him down Earth and went inside the portal and the portal closed. As the 
came back to the palace Lily’s pearents celebrated while Silver Man was 
in space and they all lived happily ever after.

The End.
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Alternatively...

Rachel ran all around the house. Lily felt quiet scared so she looked back 
again and it was the shadow!!! Lily began to really worry because every 
minute she would see a shadow pursuing along the corridor . Later she 
ran out of the house and she saw an AMAZING thing...

She saw all the superhero’s:

*Killer Dead Man,

*Sam,

*Cindy,

*Silver Man,

*Super Gron.

Lily asked if they could team up against Rachel’s army. “AAAAAAArrrrrrrr” 
said Killer Dead Man.

”NO!!! since your a superhero as well then I suppose we could.” said Silver 
Man.

”Emmm well you have a point so count me in.” said Killer Dead Man.

Chapter 3
(version 6)

by Nayem Hoque
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After that they had to go through a lot of meetings all about the battle 
against Lily. There plan was to sneak into Rachel’s house and hack into 
her contact media’s( Social media ).

When Rachel woke up and she screeched AAAAAaaahhh all of my 
contacts ,they’re gone!!! Luckily Rachel in the nick of time found who 
had erased all of her social media. Once she found out it was Lily she 
was FURIOUS.

Lily just entered Rachels house to do the attack (plan) but Rachel was 
standing right in front of the door and caught Lily red handed.  “don’t 
panic Lily.” Said Sam. “RUN”. Lily demanded. But all the superhero’s 
blocked the entrance. “ha ha ha YOU THINK YOU CAN FOOL ME!!!!!!”.
Rachel was furious. With all her strength and might and chucked them 
on to the wall. Her eyes turned red and she was floating. Everyone got 
scared they dashed everywhere like a lunatic.

The End.
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Alternatively...

She was heading for a hole inside the ground but just at that moment 
she started to think it was not Rachel it was a real dragon it must have 
placed Rachel in her mouth but had not eaten her so she called super 
Gron and at that very moment she saw a crystal and some light shining. It 
was super Gron coming to the rescue and when he had came he used his 
x-ray and checked if Rachel was still in they. She was safe or was she. The 
dragon had heard some whispering and turned around and saw that they 
was more people and just before the dragon swallowed them Super Gron 
had called for HIS dragon and he had turned invisible using his power 
and shot some rocks and aimed for his mouth. Rachel had fell out of the 
dragon mouth but their was a new problem because the dragons wanted 
to crush each other but the dragon that had just came he showed his fire 
breath but then the dragon that had tried to eat a human had ran away 
far far away and then Super Gron gave his dragon a hug a big hug for 
saving his life and they life.

When they had reached home Lilly had asked Rachel ,why did you go 
next to the dragon. Rachel said I really was going to my friends house 
but I seen a puppy bleeding and reached over but then a big dragon had 
came and swiped me in to the sky. The dragon was heading for the hole in 
the ground it looked like Kings Jacks dragon. So the next morning Rachel 
work up early in the morning and heard someone calling her name she 
had went over to look at who was calling out her name really early in 

Chapter 3
(version 7)

by Muzamil Ali
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the morning. Whoever it was they had a big dress on like that. She said it 
looked something like king Jack used to were. 

At that moment a thought travelled across her head and it was as if king 
Jack was still alive. So she crept in Lilly’s room and she took her phone 
and immediately she called Super Gron but she went in her room just in 
case Lilly woke up. Super Gron said that you should tell Lilly but She said 
no just keep this in-between us. Rachel had told Super Gron to take her 
the underground palace. Its so that she can prove her self that King Jack 
Really was dead. When they had gone there they heard a man screaming 
for help they were about to go in but Super Gron had stopped Rachel 
going in just in case something happens to her because if something 
really did happen he would have got in trouble deep deep trouble so 
then he went in and so shadows running about so he went to the main 
room and saw King Jack tied to a chair. So he used his super strength and 
killed the Aliens that ruled the underground.

Rachel was so happy that King Jack was alive because King Jack was 
actually Rachel’s dad that is why she is always sad and grumpy. So then 
she asked her dad was it him calling her in the morning and sending the 
stupid dragon to get me and almost eat her.

The End.
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Alternatively...

Lily sat down and thought “Why is that queen trying to catch and kill 
children? She might be trying to get revenge on them, doing it for fun or 
if she doesn’t she might be killed by someone commanding her. If so she 
needs to find out who that mystery person is?”

Later that night while the queen who kills children was asleep Lily sneaked 
into her castle like a bandit. She climbed up and saw some guards, she 
ambushed them and took them out by dropping them off the edge. One 
guard was left and was holding a remote, he pressed the red button on 
the  remote that said ‘Release mutants’ and as the guard pressed that 
button the floor folded away and she fell into a pit of mutant zombies. 
She suffered a lot of pain and her bones were damaged very badly.

She saw a lever and on top of it was a sign and it said ‘Pull to kill mutants’. 
She saved all her strength and jumped as high as she could and grabbed 
the lever, it was not pulling but she saw a coin hole and her hands were 
slipping. She searched her pockets and found one penny.

She placed her coin in the lever and then because of her weight the 
lever fell down, she slipped off. She saw some potions fire out and all 
the mutants died instantly. She now was feeling nervous because she 
saw how powerful those mutants were and she saw how powerful those 
potions were. Is she even going to touch the queen during that battle? 

Chapter 3
(version 8)

by Muhaimeen Ali
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She stared intensely at the stone and saw a little outline of a door.

She pushed it and it opened, it looked like a sewer but she was too curious 
so she went through. When she went through she found slime and all 
those horrible germs. She went deeper into the tunnel and suddenly she 
hit a tripwire and the door shut tight. The walls were closing in. After 10 
seconds a door opened at the end of the hallway, she ran for her life. She 
was almost there and she made a leap for it and she barely made it out. 

She was now in some kind of arena and saw a bunch of monsters 
cheering, and in a cage Lily saw something from her book at home. It was 
called Robot Rex. She heard that if you wake him up he will instantly kill 
whoever woke him up then go back to sleep. The only way to defeat him 
is by getting the X crystal and replace it with his heart. The X crystal is in 
the Exploding Dimension. In order to get to the Exploding Dimension 
you need to make the Exploding portal, and to do that you need to use 
TNT to form a circle, then put dynamite in the middle and if you did it 
correctly all the ingredients will give you 2 potions. 

The End.
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